INTRODUCTION
The Mobile Robotics Research Group has focused upon the development of multiple autonomous devices for complex task achievement with direct industrial applications. i.e. relocation of objects in unstructured, dynamic environments. The current project builds on earlier work [3] but aims to cope with more complex environments.
The work is supported by companies interested in automated container relocation by groups of autonomous robots which would be under central control. They would require a high degree of local autonomy, operating in a semistructured environment with limited or intermittent communication links to a planning agent. At the robot level the problem has several requirements, each of which may require a set or group of behaviours.
• Independent travel through the environment.
• Beacon/object location.
• Object acquisition requiring multiple agents and hence critical synchronisation of relevant behaviours.
• Combined behaviours of agents to cooperatively relocate an object while negotiating obstacles. This paper presents a method for coupling multiple behaviours in a dynamic control structure, where these include conflicting responses which must be balanced and optimised, given the need to achieve an ultimately useful industrial system which can complete a task in time and within safety criteria. Section 2 outlines the initial reactive control system, the Behaviour Synthesis Architecture, which forms the basis of the current research. Section 3 and 4 describe the method of inter-robot communication and physical design of our mobile robots. Sections 5 and 6 present the concept of behaviour coupling which represents the basis of this paper and the new research undertaken. Sections 7 and 8 give details of the implementation and results. In section 9 we discuss our conclusions and future work.
BEHAVIOUR SYNTHESIS ARCHITECTURE
The Behaviour Synthesis Architecture (BSA) has been successfully applied to the control of cooperating autonomous devices for an object relocation task [4] . The problems of conflict resolution between agents and their behaviours are resolved through a synthesis mechanism. Each behaviour pattern is defined in terms of a stimulus/response function. The respective functions have associated stimulus/utility functions, which describe their importance at any particular instance within a given dynamic environment. The utility function acts as a weighting value on the response of each individual behaviour, but does not operate to maximise the agents overall 'utility', in the sense of McFarland and Bosser's use of the term [18, pp.34] . Conflicting behaviours are resolved on the basis of the current utility by a process of linear superposition which generates an emergent resultant behaviour
[1]. Individual behaviour patterns can be grouped together to form a behaviour packet and sets of these packets can be switched on or off according to sensory pre and post conditions by a sequential script generated by an external planning agent. This provides a mechanism to constrict the conflict between behaviours and allow complex tasks to be specified and allows control over the relative altruistic or egotistic behaviours of the agents. A reflective planning agent which can interface to multiple reactive agents is currently being developed and will transmit scripts to the agents via an RF comms link. It will also monitor the agents progress in completing a task and send new scripts as required. This will then be linked with an operator interface which would allow a user to graphically direct the robots to perform a task sequence, and the planning agent would generate the appropriate behaviour script for the reactive agents. Figure 1 shows the basic object relocation task. This shows two co-operating robots and the object to be relocated, which represents a flat pallet. Current work has added a simple two degree of freedom actuator on top of the robots which allows them to collect objects. The objective is to achieve a complex task sequence by transferring the acquired object to a new point and passing it to a second mobile robot while both are moving and negotiating obstacles in the environment. Figure 2 shows the two robots, M1 and M2, the object to be relocated and several obstacles in the enclosure (these are denoted by a `brick' in-fill).
This figure serves to introduce the many problems that are associated with this object relocation task, namely:
1. the robots must be capable of collision avoidance both with respect to static and dynamic obstacles within their environment, i.e. not only avoiding walls and other similar objects, but also one another;
2. the robots must be able to navigate to a desired location, e.g. to the initial position of the object to be relocated and then to some final goal location where this object has to be deposited;
3. the robots must be able to position themselves, one at either end of the object to be relocated, and then `acquire' their respective object ends;
4. the robots must be able to cooperatively move the object to a final goal location while negotiating obstacles en route;
finally, the robots must be able to `release' themselves from the object and thus leave the object at the final goal location ready for another object to be relocated.
From an examination of these problems, we realised that the activity of the robots could be regarded as a continuum between two basic types of diverse behaviour. At one extreme, the behaviour could be regarded as being essentially egotistic, where a robot is concerned purely with self directed behaviour. Obstacle avoidance and energy conservation strategies are examples of such behaviour. At the other extreme their behaviour could be regarded as being essentially altruistic, when for example coupled robots needs to work together to perform some common task. Multiple robots cooperatively relocating an object is an example of such behaviour. However, these diverse types of behaviour are essentially in conflict ! The first would cause a robot to remain stationary and to stay well away from all other objects within its environment, including other robots, (hence this is also conflicting behaviour), while the other type of behaviour would cause a robot to team up in close proximity with its fellows to perform an activity of work,(again this is conflicting behaviour).
BEHAVIOUR SYNTHESIS
What was required was a control architecture that could accommodate both egotistic and altruistic behaviour and provide a mechanism for conflict resolution. What emerged was the Behaviour Synthesis Architecture, see figure 3 and it constitutes an important addition to the mobile robot control architectures of Arkin [5] and Brooks [6] . For conceptual convenience, four different strategy levels in the architecture were identified.
• A SELF level contains those strategies concerned with the maximisation and replenishment of internal resources, e.g. remaining stationary to conserve battery power and moving off towards a recharge station only when necessary.
• An ENVIRONMENT level contains those motion strategies associated with activities involving other objects within the robot's environment, e.g. collision avoidance.
• A SPECIES level contains those motion strategies associated with co-operant behaviour e.g. maintaining a correct position with respect to the demonstrator object while cooperatively relocating this object.
• A UNIVERSE level contains those motion strategies specific to a particular task, e.g. navigating to the initial location of the object to be relocated, then subsequent navigation to the desired goal location.
Sensory stimuli, from our developed robot sensor systems, provide the appropriate internal and external state information needed for the various strategy levels and from each relevant level, appropriate motion responses are generated that relate to the desired actuation. Any strategy level can contain a number of behaviour patterns (bp) where bp t = { r t = f r (s t )}{u t = f u (s t ) } (1) r t is the particular motion response at time t and this is a function, f r , of a given sensory stimulus, s t . Associated to every response is a measure of its utility or importance, u t . This quantity is a function, f u , of the same sensory stimulus. The use of utility originated from our early research into game theoretic formalisms for modeling cooperant behaviour. Hence a behaviour pattern defines not only what a robot's motion response should be for a given sensor input, but it also provides a measure as to how the relative importance of this response varies with respect to the same sensor input. The values of r t and u t constitute a vector known as a utilitor. Figure 4 shows an example of a simple behaviour pattern that might exist at the environment level. Consider the situation where the sensory stimulus relates to a robot's forward facing distance to obstacle measuring sensor and the associated motion response relates to the forward translate velocity for that robot. From figure 4 it can be seen that as the robot gets nearer to the object then its forward translate velocity will be reduced to zero. At the same time, the associated utility for this behaviour pattern increases. Thus as the robot gets nearer to an object in its path, the more important it becomes for the robot to slow down.
At any point in time, multiple conflicting motion responses are typically generated. For example, a robot may be navigating towards a goal location while cooperatively relocating an object when an obstacle unexpectedly appears in its path and at the same time it senses that it must recharge its batteries. In such a situation, what should it do ?
In the BSA, conflicting motion responses are resolved by a behaviour synthesis mechanism to produce a resultant motion response. Competing utilitors are resolved by a process of linear superposition which generates a resultant utilitor, UX t where
t n e . j r , t n (2) and m equals the total number of related utilitors generated from the different strategy levels. Given a resultant utilitor, a resultant utility, uX t , and a resultant motion response, rX t are obtained from
and
X corresponds to a particular degree of freedom, e.g. translate or rotate, and the resultant motion response, rX t , is then executed by the robot. From (2), it can be seen that generating a resultant response from different strategy levels within the architecture constitutes a process of additive synthesis. Behaviour patterns show some similarity with AI production rules [7] and problems with adding new rules to an existing large rule-base and how to ensure a desired rule-firing sequence, have long been know about. Likewise with our behaviour patterns, we wished to incrementally add new behaviour patterns, when 'programming' the robots for a particular task, without any unwanted interactions occurring at run time and we also wanted to be able to specify sequences of behaviour, such as, docking with an object to be relocated, acquiring the object and moving off with this object to a desired goal location etc. To overcome these problems the Behaviour Synthesis Architecture uses a behaviour script [1], which serves to packet the individual behaviour patterns and hence a variety of behaviour packets can typically co-exist.
Sensor data is routed to the behaviour script and is used to check against previously defined pre and post behaviour packet conditions. When these conditions are met, then the individual behaviour patterns within a packet are activated when appropriate to the task.
MOBILE COMMUNICATION
It was recognised early in our research that inter-robot communication is essential for co-operant behaviour to occur. However, we did not want to go down the problematic high bandwidth compliant control route as demonstrated by research at that time into co-operating industrial manipulators. Rather we wished to adopt a minimal approach to the area of inter-robot communication. Our main activity in this area focused upon the design of what came to be called the robot capture head. This is essentially an instrumented X-Y table, see figure 5 , that was designed to be located on top of each robot. With two robots suitably positioned under an object that they are cooperatively relocating, each capture head was designed so that the relative motion of one robot would bè communicated' to the other robot and vice versa. The capture heads were also designed to allow rotational movement of an object with respect to a robot, (hence the robots could orientate themselves relative to this object),and they were designed to be self centering, with the aid of a simple spring arrangement. This was to ensure that in the absence of an object they always centered relative to their location on top of each robot.
FRED AND GINGER, OUR `DYADIC DUO'
Our autonomous devices, known as Fred and Ginger, are shown in figure 6 along with a developed pedestal and pallet' object. It was decided to use two B12 mobile robots as the basis for our research platforms. These robots (obtained from Real World Interface, Inc.) are omni-directional, controllable via an RS232 interface, have a comprehensive set of motion commands, and are cost effective. However, to work towards the object relocation task these required enhancement to the basic B12 platforms. Superstructures have been designed and built to house additional sensors, data acquisition, communications and secondary control hardware.
The superstructures are capable of having several different levels and these currently range from a `sensor skirt' at level 0 through to a transputer secondary controller at level 2. Level 1 houses data acquisition and sensor preprocessing boards. The secondary controller consists of a transputer mother-board capable of holding up to 16
individual TRAMS. Running through the centre of each superstructure is a common inter-level `core' which has been designed to allow up to 24 p.c.b.'s to be connected at each level. The superstructures can be disconnected from a B12 platform for ease of development and maintenance and similarly, the different superstructure levels have been designed so that they can easily be disconnected from one another and replaced with different levels containing different electronics. Fred and Ginger both possess the following sensors. A multi-frequency ultrasonic system for obstacle proximity detection, (multi-frequency was used to overcome multiple robot acoustic interference). An instrumented, self-centering, X-Y capture head which uses optical linear encoders to obtain displacement data, and finally, translate and rotate drive motor position encoders, a battery voltage level sensor and an internal clock sensor. They also use infra-red navigation sensors for locating active beacons. The BSA has been implemented on Fred and Ginger and by using the developed sensors and behaviour patterns, we have successfully demonstrated these two mobile robots cooperatively relocating an object while avoiding an obstacle en route.
NEW WORK -COMPLEX BEHAVIOURS
With the BSA, and similar behaviour based architectures [5, 6] , the growth in interactions between behavioural components or patterns may rapidly exceed the scope of manual design when producing a system for a complex task [8] . This problem is manifest in the BSA where the effect of conflicting utility functions becomes increasingly difficult to predict, (particularly if the functions are non-linear). This leads to the requirement for on-line modification of the parameters, such as relative utility and response, for each behaviour. One possible solution to this is via learning mechanisms which may be based on neural net architectures, [9] . The direction of this work however was to create a flexible but easily controlled architecture with limited computer processing resources on the robot; as this can be transferred onto small desktop mobiles suitable for researching large group dynamics, such as flocking. In addition the result of having multiple co-operating robots makes the task of assigning a reward function to reinforce learning considerably harder than for single agent systems. In addition our industrial collaborators are seeking a solution which can be reliably engineered and achieve repeatable output in an industrial situation. Thus the guiding principles have been described by Maes, [2] as:
• Looking at complete systems changes the problems often in a favourable way.
• Interaction dynamics can lead to emergent complexity.
COUPLED BEHAVIOURS
The approach which is being currently researched is based on the principle that in most higher organisms their behaviours are an integrated set of stimulus-response functions. Behaviours are run in parallel and have specific sensory inputs, however the overall response of the organism may require the modification of each behaviour's importance with respect to that of the other behaviours, i.e. the total response to a given set of sensory inputs is a complex set of interactions, [10] . The method outlined in this paper considers the effect of coupling between separate behaviours, such that they act in a co-ordinated way. (An alternative approach based on the B.S.A architecture is also being developed [11] which uses an 'Adaptation' function to vary the relative utility of individual behaviours during execution time).
A similar example of this process is the 'suppression' and 'inhibition' mechanisms developed by Pin and
Watanabe [12] . In this system a mobile robot is controlled by a 'Fuzzy Behaviourist' architecture in which behaviours with related outputs can overpower the expression of another behaviour's output or input membership function. This system has proved quite effective in escaping the common deadlock problem in navigation with simple potential field methods.
We therefore needed to dynamically couple the separate behaviours within the BSA, ( fig. 7 ) so that they act in a coordinated way. This has been implemented by allowing limited coupling between related behaviours, where the relationship may be similar actuation output or behaviours connected by level of coordination, i.e. individual or group activity. The coupling is implemented by modulating the utility of a behaviour with the sensory stimuli from another task related behaviour.
Where uc t,n is the new coupled utility obtained from multiplying the original utility function f u (s t,n ) by the input stimulus function f c (s t,i ) taken from another behaviour. In order to study this process a simulator system, which was created for the original project [11] , has been used to determine which behaviours may be input coupled and at what point the system becomes unstable. Clearly as the degree of coupling, and number of behaviours increases, stability and predictability may be difficult to control. The limits of the method are part of current research and these issues will be presented in future literature. Preliminary results indicate that for a limited degree of coupling the pair of co-operating robots exhibit a significantly improved response as they negotiate a difficult environment.
IMPLEMENTATION
The simulator was written in C, running on a 486 PC with the output analysed using 'Mathcad' (TM) software.
During a simulation there are two robots moving through an unstructured environment linked together by a rigid physical connection,(refer to section on 3 ). Both mobiles can detect an attracting beacon at the opposite end of their enclosure, which provides a distance and orientation value, ref. figure 9 . Each mobile is also equipped with 24 equally spaced object detection sensors around its edge which also produce object bearing information. As they move through the simulated world they each attempt to avoid any objects while moving to the target beacon in the shortest time. The simulated capture head mechanism allows a degree of compliance between the mobiles but requires each to respond to relative movement of the head in order to keep it centred above the middle of the mobile. Clearly for physical robots this is a critical parameter as excessive movement or oscillation of the head can cause the pallet to be dropped or even pull the robots over (as occasionally happens with our real mobiles !). The average displacement of the capture-heads therefore provides a good indication of the general performance of the mobiles as they negotiate a particular environment. Figure 11 . shows the same simulation, but with a higher maximum velocity allowed. The dynamic nature of the simulation means that such a parameter change can drastically alter the relative importance of a behaviour generated response, [13] . In this case the benefit of coupling behaviours now produces a substantially smoother capture head response. Figure 12 (at close to maximum velocity) shows an apparent shift in advantage to the uncoupled case, however the lower displacement is at the cost of colliding with two obstacles, which is obviously unacceptable for real robotic agents. In contrast the coupled response achieves a smoother path and avoids all obstacles, but takes a much longer route to the target.
RESULTS

ANALYSIS
The net effect of the coupling process is to allow the mobile to 'focus' its attention on the most current stimulus, as with the example presented in this paper, as soon as an object has been negotiated then the translate to beacon response returns to normal. In all cases presented the coupled system could sustain a higher maximum velocity before any collisions occurred. However the cost of these improvements can be measured in terms of penalties for total time taken to reach the target.
This problem of a 'cost function' from competing behaviours in autonomous agents is therefore generic for such systems, and is clearly described by McFarland and Bosser [18] . It appears that while reactive control systems can achieve useful results with simple tasks, as the complexity of the goals increases, additional levels of control are required. From our results the minimum requirement appears to be the ability to sequence groups of behaviours, (as in our behaviour script mechanism), and a method for allowing the focus of control to shift between concurrent behaviours, (as in our behaviour coupling mechanism). The implication of this work is that for all autonomous behavioural agents, choices will be required over which behaviours must be optimised at the expense of others, irrespective of the particular reactive architecture selected.
CONCLUSIONS
A successful architecture (B.S.A) has been implemented for controlling real multiple autonomous agents in a semistructured environment using only a few hand-crafted behaviours. In order to extend these results to more complex environments a Behaviour Script mechanism has been created to sequence packets of behaviours and a balanced network of co-operating behaviours has been created which allows the robots response to be focused on current stimuli, while pursuing an overall goal. Initial results indicate that a significant improvement in performance can be obtained in a behaviour based robot control system via inter-behaviour coupling, and this was verified through testing on our real mobile robot.
Preliminary work has transferred this method to one of the B12 robots in which the distance to obstacle input was used to suppress the translate to goal behaviour. This achieved a greatly improved collision avoidance response and allowed the robot to sustain a higher average velocity, as it rapidly accelerates once its forward path is clear of obstacles. The next phase will use the pair of linked B12 robots with coupled behaviours to smooth the movement of the capture-head. Initial results from this work is shown in figure 13 which shows data from the physical robots with and without coupling as they navigate across the laboratory.
Determining which sets of behaviours should be coupled and what factors are important in connecting them becomes significantly more difficult however, as the number of behaviour patterns increases. Clearly this problem may be suited to automated search methods such as the genetic algorithm [15] and evolutionary techniques [16] .
Postgraduate research within our group is currently investigating such methods for the control of miniature mobile robots using evolved cellular neural networks and Genetic Programming [17] . Further work will include the transfer of the results to a pair of linked real robots to validate the findings in a complex task situation. ------uncoupled response ____ coupled response Fig 11. Response for an increase in maximum allowed velocity to 0.7 m/s. The response with coupled behaviours shows an average displacement of only -12% compared to approximately +/-50% for the uncoupled case.
------uncoupled response ____ coupled response Fig 12. Response with a maximum velocity = 0.8m/s. The greater acceleration now possible results in extreme oscillations of the capture-head for both cases, however the uncoupled system fails due to its colliding with two obstacles in the environment. 
